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SUMMARY

In this paper, we investigate the dual control problem*TCP #ow control at the TCP layer and ABR #ow
control at the ATM layer. First, we observe that TCP #ow control and ABR #ow control cannot co-operate
well. The worst case is that the slow start after packet loss causes high but unused ACR (Allowed Cell Rate)
which raises the potential of cell loss and an under#owed switch queue which reduces ABR throughput. We
suggest to implement a use-it-or-lose-it policy for ABR and fast recovery for TCP to avoid these phenomena.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is the most promising transfer technology for implementing
B-ISDN (broadband integrated service digital network). However, today's Internet environment
is based on TCP/IP. Hence, combining the virtues of both,1 the TCP/ATM protocol stack is
shown in Figure 1.2

The transfer unit of TCP is a variable-size packet(segment); the transfer unit of ATM is
a "xed-size cell. TCP passes the packet to IP layer to be IP datagrams. ATM adaptation
layer(AAL) segments IP datagrams into cells, passes them to ATM layer for transmission using
the ABR (available bit rate) or UBR (unspeci"ed bit rate) services.

ATM provides UBR and ABR service categories for data transfer. The ABR service is intended
to fully utilize the available bandwidth. A #ow control mechanism is speci"ed to control the
source rate in response to the changing condition of the ATM layer. The UBR service however
does not have a #ow control mechanism. When congestion occurs, discarding cells at the switches
is the only response.

Many studies investigated the performance of TCP over ATM with UBR or ABR service.
Several researchers have identi"ed the poor performance of TCP over ATM with UBR ser
vice.2}7 This is largely due to the fact that the loss of a single ATM cell means the entire TCP
segment is e!ectively lost, thus the bandwidth to transmit the remaining cells of this segment is



Figure 1. TCP/ATM protocol stack

wasted. Since UBR does not have a #ow control mechanism, cell loss is inevitable. Allyn
Romanow and Sally Floyd proposed the early packet discard and the partial packet discard
schemes to prevent cells of the corrupted packets from being transmitted.6

In some cases TCP achieves better performance with ABR service than with UBR service plus
the early packet discard scheme.8}10 ABR service provides fair bandwidth allocation and high
link utilization and requires a relatively small switch bu!er in a LAN environment.8 In a WAN
environment with a large propagation delay, the performance degrades due to the cell loss caused
by the delayed adjustment of source rate. Meanwhile, TCP will start its complex congestion
control algorithm when it detects the packet loss. This attracts researchers to investigate the dual
congestion control, i.e. TCP #ow control over ABR #ow control.11}16 Some authors13}15
proposed to enhance TCP congestion control mechanism using binary congestion noti"cation
(BCN). With this scheme, switches inform the sources about their congestion state by setting
a congestion bit in the data packets. Other studies kept both TCP #ow control and ABR #ow
control intact. They investigated the e!ect of various factors on TCP throughput and fairness.9,11
The factors that have been examined are TCP timer granularity, switch bu!ering, ABR para-
meters and the cell drop policy at the switches.

In this paper, we investigate the time-dependent behaviour of these two #ow-control mecha-
nisms and evaluate their interaction. We identify and describe the asynchronous phenomena
which causes bu!er over#ow and under#ow. Some suggestions will be given to improve the
performance. We also study the e!ect of various parameters on the performance. The parameters
examined are maximum segment size, receiver bu!er size, and rate increase factor. We use the
"nalized ABR #ow control version that was published in April 1996.16 Many researches were
based on the old version.

Section 2 describes the TCP #ow control and ABR #ow control brie#y. The simulation model
and parameters are given in Section 3. Section 4 depicts the e!ects and suggestion of TCP over
ABR. Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2. Overview

2.1. TCP yow control

TCP #ow control is based on the sliding window with a variable window size.17 Each time an
acknowledgement is received, the TCP end system sets the TCP window as the minimum of the
advertisement window and the congestion window(cwnd). The advertisement window speci"es
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the additional octets that the receiver can receive without over#owing the receiver bu!er. The
sender performs slow start and congestion avoidance algorithm to maintain cwnd. When starting
a connection cwnd is initialized to one packet. Cwnd is then increased by one packet, each time
when an acknowledgement is received. This is the slow start algorithm. After the TCP window is
larger than ssthresh (a slow start threshold), the congestion avoidance process is performed, where
cwnd is only increased by 1/cwnd packet each time. Ssthresh is initialized to 65536 bytes which is
the maximum window size of TCP. When a packet is lost, one-half of the current TCP window is
saved in ssthresh, and the slow start process is done again.

Each time when the sender sends a packet, it starts a retransmission timer. It is important to
set the retransmission timeout value which is used to detect the packet loss. If the value is set
too long, the performance degrades due to delayed awareness of the packet loss. If it is set
too short, the sender will perform unnecessary retransmissions. TCP estimates the retrans-
mission timeout based on the measured round trip time. The details can be found in
Reference 17.

In addition to the expiration of the retransmission timer, the duplicate acknowledgements can
be used to detect the loss of a packet. When three or more duplicate acknowledgements are
received by the sender, it is a strong indication that a packet has been lost. The sender performs
a retransmission of what appears to be the missing packet, without waiting for the retransmission
timer to expire. This is the fast retransmission scheme.18 Next, the congestion avoidance, instead
of slow start, is performed. This is the fast recovery.18

There are three parameters which in#uence the network performance, namely:

f Maximum segment size (MSS) : MSS refers to the amount of data that a source can transmit
at one time.

f Receiver bu!er size (Wrcv) : Basically, the receiver bu!er size must be at least as large as the
product of available bandwidth to this connection and delay to achieve maximum utili
zation.

f Clock granularity (Grain): The current TCP algorithm uses a clock granularity of
300}500 ms to measure the round-trip-time. It is too coarse in a high-speed low-propagation
delay ATM environment. Allyn Romanow suggested to set it to 0)1 ms,6 but Kalyaanara-
man suggested 100 ms.11

2.2. ABR yow control

We now brie#y introduce the basic operation of the rate-based control mechanism.16 When
a virtual channel (VC) is established, the source end system (SES) sends cells at the allowed
cell rate (ACR) which is set at the initial cell rate (ICR). In order to probe the congestion status
of the network, the SES sends a forward resource management (RM) cell every Nrm data cells.
Each switch may set certain "elds of the RM cell to indicate its own congestion status or the
bandwidth the VC source should use. The destination end system (DES) returns the forward RM
cell as a backward RM cell to the SES. According to the received backward RM cell, the SES
adjusts its allowed cell rate, which is bounded between peak cell rate (PCR) and minimum cell
rate (MCR).

The RM cell contains a 1-bit congestion indication (CI) which is set to zero, and an explicit rate
(ER) "eld which is set to PCR initially by the SES. When the SES receives a backward RM cell, it
modi"es its ACR using additive increase and multiplicative decrease. Depending on CI and ER
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"elds in RM cells, the new ACR is computed as

ACR"max (min (ACR#RIF*PCR, ER), MCR) if CI"0

ACR"max (min (ACR* (1!RDF), ER), MCR) if CI"1

where RIF is the rate increase factor and RDF is the rate decrease factor.
According to the way of congestion monitoring and feedback mechanism, various switch

mechanisms are proposed.16 In our simulation, we use an EPRCA (enhanced proportional
control algorithm) switch mechanism.16

EPRCA is an explicit rate marking switch mechanism. It supports intelligent marking, during
congestion, to selectively mark certain VCs for a rate reduction, rather than all VCs. The switch
has two thresholds of queue length: the congested threshold (Q

L
) and the very congested

threshold(DQT) to determine the state of the network. The switch computes a mean allowed cell
rate(MACR) for all VCs. The MACR is initialized to initial rate for MACR(IMR). When the
switch receives the RM cell from the source, it computes MACR by MACR"MACR#

(ACR!MACR)*AV when either it is in the congested state and ACR(MACR or it is not in the
congested state and ACR'MACR*VCS, where AV is the exponential averaging factor and VCS
is the VC separator. When the switch is in a congested state, it reduces the ER "eld of each passing
backward RM cells to MACR*ERF if ACR is larger than MACR*DPF. The ER of the VCs
whose ACR is less than MACR*DPF need not be reduced in order to keep the fairer behaviour.
This manner is known as intelligent marking. When the switch is in a very congested state, it
reduces ER to MACR*MRF.

3. Simulation model and parameters

3.1. Simulation model

The simulation model is depicted in Figure 2. There are 10 unidirectional connections with
source i sending data to destination i through the switch. Each source and destination has three
components: TCP, IP, AAL and ATM. The user data have in"nite backlog, i.e. there are always
data to transmit. The one-way propagation delay is denoted by q. The bu!er service policy at the
switch is a FIFO.

We implement a TCP version with fast retransmission, but no fast recovery. Also we do not
implement the EPD (early packet discard) and PPD (partial packet discard). In other words, the
switch drops individual cells, rather than whole and partial packets. In ABR #ow control,
EPRCA algorithm is used at the switch in our simulation.

The bandwidth of the link between two switches is 365566 cells/s, i.e. 155 Mbps. The bottleneck
is caused by the link being shared by 10 sources. Therefore, it is when some cells are queueing in
the bu!er of switch 1 that congestion occurs, whereas switch 2 does not become a bottleneck at
any time.

If there is no cell loss, the system can transmit 365566 cells/s ideally including RM cells and
data cells from sources to destinations. From the TCP layer's view, it can transmit

365566]48]
31

32
]

MSS

MSS#40
bytes/s
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Figure 2. Simulation model

Table I. Parameters of simulation

Protocol Parameter value

TCP MSS (maximum segement size) 9148 bytes
TCP Wrcv (receiver bu!er size) 64036 bytes
TCP Grain (lock granularity) 0)1 s
ABR PCR (peak cell rate) 365566 cells/sec
ABR MCR (minimum cell rate) 0
ABR ICR (initial cell rate) PCR/20
ABR Nrm 32
ABR RDF (rate decrease factor) 1/16
ABR RIF (rate Increase factor) 1/16
EPRCA Q (switch bu!er size) 2000 cells
EPRCA IMR (initial rate for MACR) PCR/100
EPRCA AV (exponential averaging factor) 1/16
EPRCA VCS (VC separator) 7/8
EPRCA ERF (explicit reduction factor) 15/16
EPRCA DPF (down pressure factor) 7/8
EPRCA MRF (major reduction factor) 1/4

Taking MSS equal to 9148 for example, the TCP e!ective throughput is

365566]48]
31

32
]

9148

9148#40
"1)692]107 bytes/s

3.2. Parameters

Some parameters used in the experiments are listed in Table I. Other parameters, which are
used in the ABR rate-based control, have the default values de"ned in ATM Forum 4.0.16 Note
that the value of RDF has no in#uence on performance in our model because the EPRCA switch
does not set the CI bit of the passing RM cells.
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Table II. Parameters of cell-loss-free and cell-loss cases

Cell-loss-free case Cell-loss case

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Q
L

500 cells Q
L

800 cells
DQT 800 cells DQT 1500 cells
s 0)01 ms s 1 ms

Figure 3. View of TCP over ABR

3.3. Cell-loss-free and cell-loss cases

Two cases are distinguished to show the e!ect of the dual control. One is cell-loss-free case, the
other is cell-loss case. Table II shows the parameters in both cases.

4. E4ects and suggestions

4.1. Interaction of TCP and ABR

4.1.1. =indow-based vs. rate-based. We can view the unidirectional data tra$c of TCP over
ABR as shown in Figure 3. The TCP end system sends packets to the ABR end system. The
amount of packets sent depends on the TCP window. The ABR end system sends cells (divided
packets) to the switch at ACR. The switch switches cells at a constant rate. When the TCP end
system sends faster than the ABR end system, there are cells queued in the ABR end system. In
such a period, ABR #ow control dominates the sending rate of the combined system, which is
called rate-based. When the TCP end system sends slower than the ABR end system, the queue of
ABR end system is always empty. TCP #ow control dominates in this case, which is called
window-based. The window-based period appears when TCP window is small or propagation
delay is large. This is because TCP stops to wait for the acknowledgement after a &window' of data
is transmitted.

In the cell-loss-free case, the performance is always rate-based except at the beginning of
a connection when the TCP window is small but is increasing quickly. In the cell-loss case, the
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Figure 4. Time-dependent behaviour of TCP over ABR. (a) TCP window of SES 1. (b) ACR of SES 1. (c) Switch
queue size

system alternates between window- and rate-based periods because the TCP window size drops
when packet loss occurs.

4.1.2. Asynchronous response of TCP and ABR. Figure 4 shows the time-dependent be-
haviour of our simulation. Comparing Figure 4(a) with 4(b), we observe that ACR changes
more often than the TCP window. As we know, the ABR end system adjusts ACR when the
RM cell returns and the TCP end system changes the TCP window when the acknowledgment
is received. Since one packet is divided into more than Nrm cells, ACR changes more
often.

Furthermore, the response to packet loss is asynchronous. When congestion occurs due to cell
loss, ABR #ow control decreases its sending rate suddenly to solve the congestion. When TCP
#ow control starts its congestion control, the congestion might be relieved already. Obviously,
they cannot co-operate well to solve the congestion and TCP #ow control even causes further
unnecessary performance degradation. The congestion shall be resolved solely by ABR #ow
control due to the delayed reaction of TCP layer.
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Figure 5. Time-dependent behaviour in cell-loss-free case. (a) TCP window of SES 1. (b) ACR of SES 1. (c) Switch
queue size

In summary, we say that TCP #ow control and ABR #ow control cannot co-operate well
because (1) the combined sending rate alternates between rate-based or window-based, i.e. the
dual control cannot behave better than the single control, and (2) the adjustment frequency and
the response to congestion are asynchronous.

4.2. Phenomena and solutions

4.2.1. Unused high ACR and underyowed switch queue. We conducted two simulation experi-
ments for cell-loss-free and cell-loss networks to investigate the dual control. Figures 5 and 6
show TCP window and ACR behaviour of one connection and switch queue behaviour. Since
ABR #ow control is fair, one connection can represent other connections.

Comparing ABR behaviour in Figures 5(b) and 6(b), in Figure 5(b), ACR oscillates between
0)4]106 to 4]106 bytes/s, but in Figure 6(b), there are some circumstances that cause ACR to be
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Figure 6. Time-dependent behaviour in cell-loss case. (a) TCP window of SES 1. (b) ACR of SES 1. (c) Switch queue size

very high. If any cells of a packet are lost, the destination cannot assemble the packet successfully.
The lost packet is detected after receipt of three duplicate acknowledgements for fast retransmis-
sion and the TCP window is set to one packet. The drop of a TCP window and the succeeding
slow start make the switch queue shrink. Hence ACR is increased to a much higher value. The
high ACR is not fully used, but when the tra$c from the TCP layer to ATM grows later on, the
high ACR will lead cells to swamp the switch bu!er. Cells may be lost and it is much worse in the
con"gurations with a large number of connections. The high ACR should be reclaimed. The
reclamation of unused bandwidth is the so-called use-it-or-lose-it policy in TM4.0.16 It is
optionally implemented. Because a single cell-loss means an e!ective packet loss, TCP performs
often a slow start, especially in congested networks. Therefore, it is important to implement the
use-it-or-lose-it policy in ABR #ow control.

Second, we compare the switch behaviour in Figures 5(c) and 6(c). When the packet gets lost
and slow start is performed, the switch queue under#ows. Under#ow of the switch queue leads to
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lower throughput. This problem is also discovered in TCP over the packet network. The TCP
Reno version solves it with the addition of fast recovery that sets cwnd to half of the TCP window
and performs congestion avoidance, instead of slow start, when congestion occurs.18 If fast
recovery is added, the chance of having switch queue under#ow as well as unused high ACR can
be lowered.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate TCP #ow control over ABR #ow control with the ATM EPRCA
switch. We summarize and list the results:

1. TCP #ow control cannot co-operate with ABR #ow control well.
2. When a packet is lost, the interaction of TCP #ow control and ABR #ow control may cause

the unused high ACR and switch queue under#ow. We suggest to implement the use-it-or-
lose-it policy in ABR #ow control and fast recovery in TCP #ow control to alleviate these
problems.

In the future, some issues will also be of our concerns. The use-it-or-lose-it policy should be
implemented according to the characteristics of TCP #ow control and ABR #ow control. Also, we
have pointed out that fast recovery can solve the switch queue under#ow and unused high ACR.
It is necessary to investigate the amount of improvement. Finally, some methods for improving
performance of TCP over ABR, e.g. EPD and PPD, should be further studied in the future.
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